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Abstract: The prevailing open-structure intravascular photoacoustic (IVPA) endoscope emits a
gradually deformed laser beam with exposed optical or acoustical components bearing pollution
and damage in arterial lumen. Deformed laser beam scanning, which causes a low excitation
efficiency and serious deterioration of the transverse resolution, is a current big obstacle to the
application of photoacoustic endoscopy in intravascular imaging. Hence, the stable and reliable
IVPA endoscope is indispensable. In this letter, we designed a high-robustness intravascular
photoacoustic (HR-IVPA) endoscope with a hermetically sealed opto-sono capsule. The distal end
of the opto-sono capsule was integrated with miniaturized optics, including a customized C-Lens
and a customized total-reflection prism (TRP). The TRP was first applied to a side-viewing IVPA
endoscope, featuring a high-throughput energy coupling efficiency of 90% and a cut-off free
damage threshold. The optical path structure of the endoscope, optimized using optical simulation
tools, overcame the ambiguous focus shift caused by chromatic dispersion and achieved a waist
size of 20 µm as well as a focus depth of 4 mm in water at the wavelength of 1200 nm. The
mass phantom experiments demonstrated that the HR-IVPA endoscope afforded repeatable IVPA
images with a relatively constant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of about ∼41.8 dB and a transverse
resolution of about ∼23 µm. The imaging experiments of the stent and lipid further demonstrated
the robustness and validated the imaging ability of the HR-IVPA endoscope, which opens a new
avenue for improving the endoscopic imaging capability, strengthening the credible detection of
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) is the leading cause of death with high morbidity
and mortality worldwide [1]. Endovascular imaging based on various principles have been
proposed successively for ASCVD diagnosis. Intravascular ultrasound imaging (IVUS) can
provide reliable vascular morphological information, including vessel structure and lumen
geometry. However, the specificity and sensitivity recognition of lipid-rich plaques is limited
[2]. Intravascular optical coherence tomography (IVOCT) has a higher spatial resolution than
IVUS, which can be used to detect the thickness of fiber caps and disruption of the intima.
However, the imaging depth is relatively low [3,4]. Intravascular photoacoustic (IVPA) imaging
is rapidly emerging as a novel imaging technology, which can provide structure, function, and
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molecular information of biological tissues [5–21]. Taking the advantage of diffusive photons,
IVPA imaging makes a specialty of providing volumetric images of tissues with high optical
contrast and high ultrasonic spatial resolution at sufficient imaging depths [22,23]. Moreover, the
IVPA imaging with a 1200 nm or 1720 nm excitation light source can quantitatively and reliably
define the plaque lipid core by extracting lipid concentration and morphological distribution
information [24–26].

Clinically ideal photoacoustic endoscopic catheters should have the characteristics of small size,
high resolution, high sensitivity, and deep-penetration imaging depth. In recent years, in order
to optimize the imaging indexes mentioned above, novel device units and reasonable structural
designs for IVPA imaging catheters have been proposed by various research groups [27–28].
The Emelianov group reported two IVPA imaging catheter structures based on side-view fiber
and front-surface mirror (FSM), respectively, with optics and ultrasonic transducers presenting a
sequence arrangement on the axis [27]. The Chen group proposed an IVPA imaging catheter
structure with side-view fiber and ultrasound transducer set in parallel. An ultrasound transducer
with a frequency of 80 MHz was applied for the first time to obtain a significant axial resolution of
35 µm [28]. The Cheng team proposed a collinear structure design that an ultrasonic transducer
was placed parallel to the side-view fiber, with its sensing area facing the 45° polished bevel.
Ultrasound was reflected twice through the FSM and polished bevel, received by the ultrasonic
transducer. The novel optical and acoustic collinear design aims to improve imaging sensitivity
[29]. The Song team optimized the diameter of the IVPA imaging catheter from 1.1 mm to 0.9
mm by carefully integrating the spatial layout of the device units in the IVPA imaging catheter
[30,31]. The IVPA imaging catheter based on tapered fiber proposed by our team cleverly
combined the characteristics of high-energy coupling of large-core fiber and high-quality spot
outputted from small-core fiber to achieve a deep-penetration imaging from intima to adventitia
[32]. Despite these advances, side-view fiber or FSM is inevitably used in IVPA endoscopes for
side-view scanning. The IVPA endoscope based on side-view fiber is a relatively closed structure,
sacrificing the high-resolution of focal beam. Meanwhile, the large-spot illumination reduces the
exciting efficiency. Although the FSM-based endoscopes can be flexibly equipped with focusing
lens to realize optical-resolution IVPA imaging, these structures are partially exposed to the
blood environment, which results in the oxidative corrosion and damage of optical units [33].
The open-structure IVPA endoscope deteriorates the imaging quality in several experiments.
Hence, researches on high-robustness IVPA endoscope with hermetically closed structure for
stable and reliable IVPA imaging deserves widespread attention.

In the clinical setting, the intervention procedure of imaging catheter is usually accompanied
with saline or contrast flush to improve the imaging quality. However, the saline flush is an
intermittent process. Frequent or long-lasting saline flush will increase the risk of myocardial
ischemia. In addition, the structure of the sheath is not enclosed with a tiny hole opened in the
catheter tip [34]. The stagnation of the imaging catheter in the lumen will lead to an inevitable
backflow of blood into the catheter, which may pose a threat to the stability of optical or opto-sono
endoscopes.

In this study, we proposed an improved endoscopic structure with hermetically sealed opto-sono
capsule for highly repeatable IVPA imaging in arterial lumen. In this endoscope, a laser beam was
delivered through a single-mode fiber (SMF), focused by a C-Lens and eventually reflected by a
total-reflection prism (TRP). The air gap of the opto-sono capsule was filled with index-matching
optical glue for all solid seal and total reflection. It owns several advantages: (1) the hermetically
sealed optical cavity is isolated from the external environment, which brings it long service
life and stable optical excitation for IVPA imaging in blood environment; (2) the side-viewing
endoscope based on TRP features a high-throughput energy coupling efficiency and a cut-off free
damage threshold, which leads to a high photoacoustic excitation efficiency; (3) the customizable
optical-resolution focus ensures the high SNR and transverse resolution with expected imaging
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depth. Then this new opto-sono endoscope was used to our lab-built IVPA imaging system and
evaluated its performance with phantom experiments [32].

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Structural design of HR-IVPA endoscope

The structural design of the HR-IVPA endoscope is shown in Fig. 1. The laser beam emitted
from the single-mode fiber (SMF) (PM-TSF-9/125, Nufern, USA) is focused by the C-Lens
(customized, Fuzhou Gongxin Photoelectric Technology Co., Ltd., Fujian, China) and reflected by
the TRP (customized, Nanyang Jingliang Photoelectric Co., Ltd., Henan, China). The electrical
wire is embedded at the bottom of the metal house, placed in a torsion coil in parallel with a SMF.
The torsion coil (customized, Asahi Intecc, Aichi, Japan) is docked with the tail end of the metal
house (customized, Cloud Engineering Industrial Technology Co., Ltd., China). Figures 1(a)
and 1(b) show the structure of HR-IVPA endoscope before and after assembly. Figure 1(d)
shows the micrograph of the fabricated HR-IVPA endoscope. The reflective bevel of TRP is
polished to 35°, achieving a 55° angle of incidence. According to the critical angle formula
for total reflection: θc = arcsin(n2/n1), where θc=51.3° is the critical angle, n2 represents the
refractive index of optical glue, n1 represents the refractive index of optical glass. The air gap
of HR-IVPA endoscope is filled with optical glue (Epotek 310M, Epoxy Technology Co., Ltd.,
USA), with a light transmittance of over 99% in the wavelength range of 400-1300 nm and over
90% in 1400-2200 nm, solidifying at room temperature for 24 hours [35]. The glass-glue bevel
achieves a total-reflection surface for the conditions of total reflection that the incident angle is
greater than the critical angle and the laser beam propagates from the light-dense medium to the
light-sparse medium. The curved surface of the cylindrical TRP was polished to a flat surface,
which emits laser beam as window, to avoid the astigmatism effect of beam spot. The polishing
depth is 0.07 mm, keeping a slit width of 300 µm bar-shaped light window. The laser beam
reflected by TRP finally emits from the light window, with the optical focus formed above the
ultrasonic transducer (customized, Suzhou Institute of Biomedical Engineering and Technology,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Suzhou, China). The rigid length of the catheter tip is about ∼5
mm and the diameter of the endoscope is 1 mm. Figure 1(c) describes the working principle of
HR-IVPA endoscope, and the upper left inset explains the hermetically sealed design and the
principle of TRP. Structurally, the rigid opto-sono capsule with all-solid-state cavity can alleviate
the mechanical vibration and ensure the collaborative operation between the optical components.
Besides, the hermetically sealed optical cavity is isolated from the outside environment to avoid
the interference.

2.2. Optical simulation of HR-IVPA endoscope

The assembly was conducted in the air, using a guiding light with a wavelength of 637 nm.
However, for the IVPA imaging of lipid-rich plaque, pulsed laser with a wavelength of 1200 nm
or 1720 nm is often applied. Moreover, water is essential as a coupling agent for ultrasound.
From assembly to experiment, chromatic aberration is introduced by variation in light wavelength
and coupling medium and the focus shift becomes ambiguous, which lead to inaccurate optical-
resolution IVPA imaging.
In order to quantify the optical-resolution focus, the ZEMAX software was used for optical

simulation. The simulated laser beam focused by C-Lens under assembly conditions (C0: laser
in air, at 637 nm) and experimental conditions (C2: laser in water, at 1200 nm; C3: laser in
water, at 1720 nm) are shown in Fig. 2(a). With an equal length (L) between the SMF and
C-Lens, it can be inferred that the focus length under experimental conditions satisfy the equation:
FL = F0 + P0 + P11(P12), where FL is the required parameter of focus length, F0 is a fixed
focal length under the conditions of C0, P0 is the focus shift caused by the change of coupling
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Fig. 1. Design and assembly of the HR-IVPA endoscope with hermetically sealed opto-sono
capsule. (a) The schematic of main components before assembly. (b) The schematic of
assembled HR-IVPA endoscope. (c) Zoom-in view of the probe tip with emitted laser and
excited ultrasonic waves. The upper left inset is the description of how the total-reflection
prism works and endoscope is solidified. Optical glass (ZF14) and optical glue (Epotek
310M) with a refractive index of n1 and n2 (Nd: n1=1.9176, n2=1.497) matches the
conditions of total reflection. (d) Photograph of the fabricated HR-IVPA endoscope. T,
transducer; H, housing; TRP, total-reflection prism; SMF, single mode fiber.

medium, P11 is the focus shift due to the change in wavelength from 637 nm to 1200 nm, P12 is
the focus shift due to the change in wavelength from 637 nm to 1720 nm. For IVPA imaging
of lipid-rich plaque, a laser beam with narrow beam waist and proper focal length is desired
for high-resolution and deep-penetration IVPA imaging [32]. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the
simulated focus length and waist, defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of laser
beam, as a function of the distance L. Drawing conclusions by combining the simulation results
of Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), an optimized laser beam appears when the distance L is controlled at 1.3
mm. For the equal distance L, the FWHM at waist is 16.4 µm and the focal length is 4.08 mm
under the conditions of C2. Under the conditions of C0, the FWHM at waist is 14.4 µm and the
focal length is 2.59 mm. It should be noted that there is an invalid focus length of 1 mm due
to the inherent length of TRP. By referring to the assembly parameters under the condition of
C0, assembly work was conducted to indirectly acquire the ideal optical-resolution endoscopes
suitable for the experimental conditions.

2.3. Light field measurement of HR-IVPA endoscope

To verify the simulation results, the beam profile under the conditions of C2 was measured at
different distances (0-8 mm) using a lab-built three-dimensional (3D) light field scanning system.
The architecture of the 3D light field scanning system is shown in the Fig. 3(a). Optical excitation
via an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) (NT200 Series Laser, Ekspla, Vilnius, Lithuania)
outputted laser beam at a wavelength of 1200 nm and a repetition rate of 2.5kHz. The output
laser was spatially attenuated and reshaped, and focused into the SMF by an objective lens
(RMS4X, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA). The distal end of the endoscopic catheter was fixed on
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Fig. 2. Optical simulation of HR-IVPA endoscope. (a) The simulated laser beam focused
by C-Lens under assembly and experimental conditions. L represents the interval between
SMF and C-Lens; F0 represents the focus length under the conditions C0; P0, P11 and P12
represent the focus shift. (b) The simulated focus length as a function of the distance L. (c)
The simulated waist’ FWHM as a function of the distance L.

the Z stepping stage, controlled by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) with 20 µm step
size. A spot analyzer (CMOS-1202, Cinogy, Germany), with a response wavelength range of
150 nm∼1605 nm, was fixed on the X-Y manual displacement platform and connected to the
personal computer (PC) to achieve synchronous acquisition of tomographic images of laser beam.
It should be noted that the spot analyzer is sensitive to a limited range of laser wavelengths.
Therefore, the laser at the wavelength of 1720 nm has not been measured. Plastic wrap was used
for waterproof treatment to the spot analyzer and standard deionized water was used as the optical
coupling medium. The light field was measured in water at the wavelength of 1200 nm and the
VOLVIEW software was employed to process the tomographic images. The 3D reconstructed
light field is shown in the Fig. 3(b). Two cross sections were picked at the distance of 2 mm
(D1) and 4 mm (D2) as a reference to compare the simulated and measured results. Simulated
and measured images of spot profile are shown in Fig. 3(d). The FWHM of the beam profile at
the distance of D1 was 36 µm in measurement and 35.45 µm in simulation. The FWHM of the
beam profile at the distance of D2 was 20 µm in measurement and 16.42 µm in simulation. The
simulation and measurement of two similar curves on beam’s FWHM along the beam axis (0-6
mm) is shown in Fig. 3(c). The focus was located at the distance about ∼4 mm as expected by
the simulation results in Fig. 2(b).
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Fig. 3. Light field measurement of HR-IVPA endoscope. (a) Architecture of the 3D light
field scanning system. (b) 3D reconstruction of the measured light field emitted from
HR-IVPA endoscope. (c) The simulation and measurement of beam’s FWHM along the
beam axis. (d) The simulation and measurement of spot profile at the emission distance of
2mm and 4mm. SMF, single-mode fiber; FC, fiber collimator; OJ, objective; AL, aspherical
lens; NDF, neutral density filter; PC, personal computer; D1, Distance1; D2, Distance2;

2.4. Preparation for the experiments

A phantom, with the 10 µm diameter tungsten wires distributed in holes 1∼7, was made for IVPA
imaging experiments in section 3.1. There was 45° angle and 0.5 mm equidistance between
each hole in the direction of the longitudinal axis. The phantom was made by the following
steps: (1) the lid and bottom plate were 3D printed with corresponding tiny hole; (2) the tungsten
wires were threaded through two holes and fixed with glue; (3) the blood-water mixture was
injected into the mold for opto-sono coupling. Mass PA imaging experiments on the phantom
were conducted 3 hours a day for 6 consecutive days. The output energy of the endoscopes was
controlled at 3 µJ/pulse. Anticoagulant-containing blood and water were mixed in a ratio of
1:3 as coupling medium for acoustic and optical coupling. The endoscopes were ultrasonically
cleaned after each experiment, and then stored dust-free in air for the next experiment. 3000
Aline per B-scan was acquired to perform the transvers resolution in the phantom experiment,
which results in a rotation speed of 0.83 revolutions per second (RPS) to acquire the data. The
same experimental setting was used for the imaging experiments of imitated stent and lipid.
In the experiments of comparing the energy coupling efficiency and damage threshold of

the two types of IVPA endoscopes, described in section 3.1, the TRP-based endoscopes and
FSM-based endoscopes were assembled with three samples numbered 1-3 separately. Among
these, No. 1 and No. 2 were assembled with SMF and No. 3 were assembled with multi-mode
fiber (MMF). Laser with a wavelength of 1720 nm was delivered into the endoscopes for optical
power detection. By controlling constant input energy of 3 µJ and adjusting the space coupling,
the maximum (MAX) output energy was recorded. Subsequently, by increasing the input energy,
the damage threshold was recorded when output energy plunged, accompanied with the laser
damaged optical components.
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In addition, a confirmatory experiment was done to explain the deteriorated performance
of FSM-based endoscopes and high-performance of TRP-based endoscopes in IVPA imaging,
shown as Figs. 5(f) and 5(g). The experimental steps are as follows: (1) FSM and TRP with
good degree of finish were selected and photographed under the microscope; (2) the mixture
with 0.9% saline and blood was prepared to imitate the clinical setting; (3) the selected FSM and
TRP were soaked in the mixture for 3 hours at room temperature; (4) the FSM and TRP were
taken out and photographed under the microscope;
During the IVPA imaging experiments of imitated stent and lipid described in sections 3.2

and 3.3. The imitated stent with a diameter of about ∼4 mm was customized, whose wire width
is 150µm. Fresh pork fat was frozen, cut into pieces and buried in agar for IVPA imaging. 1:5
blood-saline mixture was prepared for coupling agent in both IVPA imaging experiments. The
HR-IVPA endoscope was used to perform 3D-scanning imaging of the lipid and imitated stent
with 30 µm step size. The output laser energy from the endoscopes is limited below ∼5 µJ per
pulse at the wavelength of 1720 nm, corresponding to a fluence of ∼400 mJ/cm2 per pulse at
the tissue surface (assuring the optical focus is 1 mm below tissue), which is far below the 1
J/cm2 maximum permissible exposure(MPE) safety standard of the American National Standard
Institute (ANSI) safety standard [36].

3. Results

3.1. Robustness evaluation of the TRP-based and FSM-based endoscopes

To demonstrate the robustness of the HR-IVPA endoscope in IVPA imaging. A phantom was
designed for the IVPA imaging experiments. Schematic diagram of the phantom is shown in
Fig. 4(c). The FSM-based IVPA endoscope, reported in our previous research, was assembled to
make a comparison with the TRP-based IVPA endoscope [32]. As is shown in the Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b), initially, both types of IVPA endoscope performed well with a full imaging depth of 5
mm. As time went by and usage times increased, some signals seemed to be blurry and even
missing for the FSM-based IVPA endoscope. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and transverse
resolution, taking point 3 as a reference, was calculated to evaluate the repeatability of imaging
results. As is shown in the Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), the TRP-based IVPA endoscope gained stable SNR
of about ∼41.8 dB and transverse resolution of about ∼23 µm, sustaining repeatable imaging
results. For the FSM-based IVPA endoscope, the SNR and transverse resolution continued to
deteriorate with a loss of imaging depth of 2 mm. Obviously, the TRP-based IVPA endoscope is
robuster than FSM-based IVPA endoscope to perform high-stability IVPA imaging. The poor
axial resolution of Fig. 4(a) was attributed to the bad performance of the ultrasonic transducer.
The axial resolution was improved on the sixth day, because the PA signals under low-efficiency
excitation were not strong enough to increase the pulse periods of ultrasonic transducer. The
statistical results of IVPA imaging for 6 consecutive days are shown in Table 1. The FSM-based
IVPA endoscope had a poor performance in repeatable IVPA imaging when long-term use or
repeated use occurred. In contrast, the TRP-based IVPA endoscope possessed a long service life
for high-stability IVPA imaging, with stable imaging parameters, such as the SNR, transverse
resolution and imaging depth.
To compare the energy coupling efficiency and damage threshold of the two types of IVPA

endoscopes, both TRP-based endoscopes and FSM-based endoscopes were assembled for the
test experiments. Statistical results of energy coupling efficiency and damage threshold are
shown in Table 2. According to the statistics, the TRP-based IVPA endoscopes performed a 14%
higher coupling efficiency than the FSM-based IVPA endoscopes on average. The FSM-based
IVPA endoscopes irreparably ended with the damaged FSM with an average damage threshold of
7.37 µJ. The TRP-based IVPA endoscopes ended with the broken input end of SMF and MMF.
However, the TRP-based endoscopes worked again when the damaged fiber was repaired, which
demonstrated that the high-performance of TRP supported a cut-off free damage threshold.
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Fig. 4. Repeatability comparison of FSM-based and TRP-based IVPA endoscope. (a) The
schematic diagram and deteriorated performance of FSM-based IVPA endoscope in day
1 and day 6. (b) The schematic diagram and repeatable performance of TRP-based IVPA
endoscope in day 1 and day 6. (c) Schematic diagram of the phantom. (d) The SNR of PA
images as a function of time. (e) The transverse resolution of PA images as a function of
time. FSM, front surface mirror; TRP, total-reflection prism; T, transducer; SMF, single
mode fiber.

Table 1. The statistical results of IVPA imaging for 6 consecutive days.

DAYS
FSM-based IVPA endoscope TRP-based IVPA endoscope

SNR (dB)
Transverse

resolution (µm)
Imaging depth

(mm) SNR (dB)
Transverse

resolution (µm)
Imaging depth

(mm)

1 30.7 52.16 5 41.2 22.12 5

2 27.6 63.15 4.5 38.6 21.4 5

3 25 76.5 4.5 43.7 21.91 5

4 22.8 93.3 4 39 22 5

5 22.3 109.96 3.5 45.8 22.4 5

6 21.4 95.78 3 42.2 22.45 5
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Table 2. Statistical evaluation of energy coupling efficiency and damage threshold.

NO.
FSM-based IVPA endoscope TRP-based IVPA endoscope

MAX output
(µJ)

Coupling
rate (%)

Damaged
unit

Damage
threshold

(µJ)
MAX output

(µJ)
Coupling
rate (%)

Damaged
unit

Damage
threshold

(µJ)

1 2.25 75 FSM 7 2.76 92 SMF 11

2 2.21 73.7 FSM 7.3 2.69 90 SMF 12.6

3 2.4 80 FSM 7.8 2.66 88.7 MMF 42

To demonstrate the robustness of HR-IVPA endoscope from a micro perspective, the TRP
and FSM were removed from the assembled endoscopes and observed under the microscope.
Figure 5(a) shows the FSM with good cleanliness, which initially performed a sound spot.
Figure 5(b) shows the FSM with metal film falling off, which was caused by excessive single
pulse energy of 7.3 µJ. The damaged FSM performed a breaking spot. Figure 5(c) shows the
FSM with contamination, which occurred when the FSM-based endoscopes were used for two
consecutive days without ultrasonic cleaning. The contaminated FSM performed a stained spot
with bubble-like shadow. Figure 5(d) shows the FSM with oxidative corrosion, which was
removed from the FSM-based endoscope after 6-day service life and performed a diffused spot.
In comparison, the TRP was removed from the TRP-based endoscope after 6-day service life
similarly, shown in the Fig. 5(e). It always performed a non-fragile spot without distortion. It can
be concluded that FSM is susceptible to contamination, oxidative corrosion, and is limited by
laser damage threshold. The optical performance of TRP can keep well instead. The micrograph
of FSM and TRP, soaked in simulated clinical environment for 3 hours, were shown in Figs. 5(f)
and 5(g). Obviously, the finish of the FSM became poor, which eventually affected the equality
of laser beam. However, the finish of the TRP was still good.

3.2. High-robustness imaging and 3D reconstruction of stent

To demonstrate the robustness of HR-IVPA endoscope, the imitated stent was chosen for IVPA
imaging. Figure 6(a) shows a photograph of the imitated stent sample. Figures 6(c) and 6(d)
show the B-scan images of TRP-based and FSM-based endoscope at the time of 0 and 180 min,
respectively. A zoom-in view of the signal spot was exemplified in the white dashed frame. To
achieve a quantitative comparison of transverse resolution between the two type of endoscopes,
Gaussian fitting was conducted based on the PA data extracted from the white dash line in
each inset, shown as Figs. 6(e) and 6(f). The TRP-based endoscope performed a transverse
resolution of 169 µm at 0 min and that of 172 µm at 180 min. However, the FSM-based endoscope
performed a transverse resolution of 175 µm at 0 min and that of 218 µm at 180 min. An obvious
deteriorated resolution of FSM-based endoscope was observed, compared with the repeatable
imaging result of TRP-based endoscope. Experimental results demonstrated the priority of
HR-IVPA endoscope in IVPA imaging of imitated stent. In addition, 3D reconstruction of the
imitated stent was obtained by the HR-IVPA endoscope, shown as Fig. 6(b), to verify the imaging
ability for the intravascular imitated stent.

3.3. High-robustness imaging and 3D reconstruction of a lipid

To further demonstrate the robustness and validate the imaging ability of the HR-IVPA endoscope,
experiments were conducted to image a lipid by using TRP-based and FSM-based endoscope
respectively, as shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d). Figure 7(a) shows the cross photograph of imaging
mold with the fat sample. The IVPA imaging of lipid sample was obtained with a deep-penetration
depth of about ∼1.5 mm. A zoom-in view of the lipid profile was exemplified in the white
dashed frame. To compare the transverse resolution of lipid images, acquired by the two types of
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Fig. 5. The photographs of FSM and TRP, removed from assembled endoscopes with
corresponding spot profiles. (a) The FSM with good cleanliness performed a fragile spot.
(b) The FSM with laser damage performed a breaking spot. (c) The FSM with contamination
performed a stained spot. (d) The FSM with oxidative corrosion performed a diffuse spot.
(e) The high-performance TRP performed a non-fragile spot. (f) Cleanliness of FSM in a
simulated clinical environment. (g) Cleanliness of FSM in a simulated clinical environment.
S, state; SL, service life; UC, ultrasonic cleaning; SPE, single pulse energy; FSM, front
surface mirror; TRP, total-reflection prism;

endoscope, Boltzmann fitting and differentiation were conducted based on the PA data extracted
from the white dash line in each inset, shown as Figs. 7(e) and 7(f). The TRP-based endoscope
performed a transverse resolution of 80 µm at 0 min and that of 86 µm at 180 min. However, the
FSM-based endoscope performed a transverse resolution of 98 µm at 0 min and that of 225 µm at
180 min. An obvious deteriorated resolution of FSM-based endoscope was observed compared
with the repeatable imaging result of TRP-based endoscope. Experimental results demonstrated
the priority of HR-IVPA endoscope in IVPA imaging of lipid.
After verification of robustness, the HR-IVPA endoscope was used to perform 3D-scanning

imaging of the lipid with 30 µm step size and 3000 A-line per B-scan image. The in-situ
distribution of bulk lipid was restored by 3D reconstruction of the PA data, shown as Fig. 7(b).
The profile of the bulk lipid was clearly to be distinguished due to the high transverse resolution
and SNR imaging of HR-IVPA endoscope.
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Fig. 6. Repeatability comparison of FSM-based and TRP-based endoscope on IVPA
imaging of stent. (a) Photograph of stent. (b) 3D reconstruction of stent based on the data
of TRP-based endoscope. (c) B-scan PA images of TRP-based endoscope at the time of
0 and180 min with repeatable result in the inset. (d) B-scan PA images of FSM-based
endoscope at the time of 0 and180min with deteriorated resolution in the inset. (e) Transverse
resolution of TRP-based endoscope on IVPA imaging of imitated stent. (f) Transverse
resolution of FSM-based endoscope on IVPA imaging of imitated stent.
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Fig. 7. Repeatability comparison of FSM-based and TRP-based endoscope on IVPA
imaging of lipid. (a) Cross photograph of lipid. (b) 3D in-situ reconstruction of bulk lipid
based on the data of TRP-based endoscope. (c) B-scan PA images of TRP-based endoscope
at the time of 0 and180 min with repeatable result in the inset. (d) B-scan PA images of
FSM-based endoscope at the time of 0 and 180 min with deteriorated resolution in the inset.
(e) Transverse resolution of TRP-based endoscope on IVPA imaging of lipid. (f) Transverse
resolution of FSM-based endoscope on IVPA imaging of lipid.

4. Discussion

When the incident angle increases from light-dense medium to light-sparse medium to a certain
critical angle, total reflection phenomenon occurs [37,38]. However, under the experimental
conditions of water as a coupling agent, the total-reflection interface between glass and water still
contains unstable factors. Impurities adhering to the outer surface of total-reflection interface
will partially destroy the total-reflection conditions, resulting in leakage of the irradiated laser
energy. A refractive index-matched optical glue, cooperated with optical glass, was used to form
a stable total-reflection interface to solve the above problem.

The accumulated intrinsic length of C-Lens and TRP leads to a rigid length of about ∼5 mm. A
large rigid length and diameter of catheter tip will increase the risk and difficulty of intervention,
especially for some tortuous, small arteries. Therefore, a further research on how to shorten the
rigid length of HR-IVPA endoscope deserves to be developed.
The clinical catheter is disposable product and cross use will never happen. The advantage

of HR-IVPA endoscope in IVPA imaging was demonstrated by the single imaging experiments
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of tungsten wires, imitated stent and lipid. The intention of multiple day-trace use described in
section 3.1 is to further verify the robustness of HR-IVPA endoscope.

The optical design in this study aims to overcome the concerns on focus shift caused by optical
dispersion. The beam waist was positioned at the expected focal length. Though a certain
scattering of laser beam was caused by blood in the mixture. The diluted mixture may reduce
the mie scattering to the laser beam with the long wavelength of 1200 and 1720 nm. Hence,
the imaging experiments were conducted smoothly in the mixture, close to clinical setting, and
the imaging result demonstrated the high-robustness characteristic of HR-IVPA endoscope. A
further simulation on the transmitting and scattering of laser beam in blood and tissue may have
to use Monte Carlo analysis, which deserves our deep exploration in future work
Based on the study of the optical path structure in Fig. 2, with an equal distance L, the

long-wavelength laser is focused with a long depth of focus and a large waist size, and the
short-wavelength laser is focused with a relatively short focus depth and a relatively small waist
size. Considering the scattering of light in biological tissues and the depth distribution of lipid
plaques, the long-wavelength laser with low numerical aperture is suitable for deep-penetration
IVPA imaging of lipid-rich plaque, and the short-wavelength laser with high numerical aperture
is suitable for optical-resolution IVPA imaging of near-field stent issues. Hence, Multispectral
IVPA imaging may be a favorable tool for the studies of cardiovascular disease, such as restenosis
in the stent, positive and negative remodeling of artery, etc.

5. Conclusion

In summary, a high-robustness intravascular photoacoustic (HR-IVPA) endoscope was developed
and tested. The optical path structure of the endoscope, overcoming the ambiguous focus
shift caused by chromatic dispersion, acquired a well-founded light-resolution focus under
experimental conditions. The HR-IVPA endoscope features an improved optical coupling of
about ∼90% and a cut-off free damage threshold. In addition, reconstructed PA images of stent,
lipid, and tungsten wires at different depth were obtained ex vivo to verify the robustness and
imaging ability of the endoscope. This study shows that the HR-IVPA endoscope can provide
higher SNR and transverse resolution for repeatable imaging and supports great potential for
clinical applications in intravascular plaque and stent imaging.
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